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Leveraging Prior Use to Build an Actionable
Instrumentation Reliability Database
The process industry can leverage software tools
to meet IEC 61511 requirements for component
selection based on Prior Use.

A

s increasing attention falls upon managing
Safety Instrumented Systems (SISs),
industry leaders are looking for more
reliable device and equipment options when
designing their safety instrumented functions – the
goal being to achieve the highest possible Risk
Reduction Factor (RRF) per instrumented function,
while minimizing construction and maintenance
costs.

The Challenge
As dictated by IEC 61511, there are two methods
for justifying the selection of SIS components.
First, companies can use manufacturer-provided
failure rate statistics, so long as they are approved
by standards outlined in Sections 1 and 2 of IEC
61508.
Secondly, and the focus of this white paper,
companies can rely on in-service performance
data, or Prior Use data to assess component
reliability. Any safety instrumentation expert or
process safety manager would rightfully say this
process is easier said than done.

Synchronizing across a multi-site organization with
existing industry go-to tools such as Excel, Access
Database, SAP, SmartPlant® Instrumentation
(SPI), etc. brings with it vast challenges. There are
benefits and drawbacks to both approaches which
are listed in Table 1.
The challenge becomes, how can a multinational
company uniformly collect real-time data and
implement methods to compute their own
equipment failure rates?

Understanding the Approach and
Design
The approach starts with the equation for Failure
Rate, or  .



Assigning Failure Types
The approach hinges on the uniform assessment
of device failures recorded in operations and
maintenance programs across an organization.
Without the correct failure information, it is

Table 1
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impossible to determine the dangerous undetected
failure rate (  DU) used in Fault Tree Analysis and
Markov PFD calculation methods.
Table 4
proposes one such approach to determining the
failure composition based on the observance of
overt and covert failures. Upon each documented
component failure, the investigating team would
make a determination of covert/overt status and
categorize the failure (DD, DU, SD, SU).

Data Requirements
In order for the proven hours and failure rates to
filter to a particular generic model, or device type,
all devices and device events require the basic
information shown in Table 3. A mature database
would reveal the full performance history for each
device (installed or decommissioned) at a site.

Determining Proven Hours
An in-service device will accumulate a paper trail
(performance history) over the course of its useful
life. Scheduled maintenance, testing, activation
demand, device change, and audit events are all
opportunities to collect data on a particular device
that provides evidence for proven time. At each of
these operations and maintenance events, a Pass
or Fail event may be recorded for the device based
on its As Found/As Left event status. The table
below shows when installed hours can be counted
as proven hours.

Table 3

Data Collection Methods






Table 2
*Assume as left after the fail was a Pass
**Assume a pass status just after install

Table 4
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Real time data collection: Device Pass/Fail
data per event is collected and directly
entered into the database via a
specialized workflow.
Import from existing industry tools: Data is
exported with the appropriate data fields,
then imported into the Prior Use database.
Direct data connections: Establish a live
data link from an existing industry tool to
the Prior Use database.
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Table 5

Uploading Historical Data
All data should be considered despite the medium
or age. Organizations maintain device testing and
maintenance records in various forms from
handwritten documentation to SPI. If possible, all
historical device and event data should be
exported from existing systems, QA’d, aligned to
organizational naming convention, and then
imported into the Prior Use database. This will
ensure that the performance base, or sample size,
is a broad as possible.

whether or not a particular generic model is
‘Certified’ as PIU. Table 5 shows an example PIU
certificate for a basic device. Medium or Complex
devices would have more stringent requirements
to achieve PIU. The table below shows an example
approach to classifying devices.

Establishing Proven in Use (PIU) Certificate
Thresholds
After data is collected and entered into a central
location, an organization will have the ability to
calculate failure rates based on a generic model.
Devices vary in complexity – this must be
considered when making a determination of
Table 6
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Organizations can develop their own definitions for
device complexity and adopt various thresholds
per certificate. Database users can query the
database based on real time Prior Use statistics,
and generate the PIU certificate for documentation
in a Safety Integrity Level (SIL) calculation result or
for reference in a Safety Requirements
Specification (SRS).
A SIS engineer can then
access the database, review various certificates for
a given device type, and choose the appropriate
failure rate in the SIL calculations.

Confidence Intervals:
Confidence intervals can be used to inform the
decisions on thresholds of Pass/Fail generic
models. More cumulative proven time for a
generic mode generally corresponds to increased
confidence in the failure rate. Given a confidence
level percentage, and assuming a Chi-squared
distribution, probability tables can be used to
calculate upper and lower failure rate bounds.1
Using a Chi-squared distribution table, the
equation below can be used to calculate the upper
and lower Failure Rate (FR) range associated with
various confidence level percentages. The larger
the sample size, the smaller the range to be
expected between upper and lower failure rates.

T = Total cumulative usage
r = # failures
X2= Chi-squared value from distribution table
c = Confidence Level (0.995, 0.99, 0.95, 0.90, 0.80,
0.50)

X2 Distribution Table

Meeting the Challenge
Industry leaders are now leveraging relational
databases to collect and analyze Prior Use data on
web-based platforms. A uniform, streamlined, and
easily-accessible
system
approach
allows
organizations to leverage ‘big data’ and achieve a
variety of Prior Use related goals:
 Use Prior Use failure rates to compare with
other failure rates: Put the power in the
hands of the designers to choose the most
appropriate option. Often, the failure rate
chosen for a specific application was the only
one available at the time.
 Validate SIS performance: During Layers of
Protection Analysis (LOPA) re-evaluations,
system users can reference an in-service
failure rate rather than referring to a possibly
outdated SRS SIL calculation.
 Provide PIU certification: Based on random
failure
rates
and
device/equipment
complexity, determine and implement
minimum thresholds for PIU certification.
 Real-time Prior Use evaluation:
Criteria
evaluation and failure rate calculation for
primary and secondary devices that changes
with the addition of data to the Prior Use
database.
Achieving these goals cannot be accomplished
without an organization-wide programmatic effort
with buy-in and consistent engagement with
participating sites. Using the power of relational
databases,
managers
can
leverage
Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) to track the
population of Prior Use data. Increased
accessibility of web-based platforms supports a
wide user base and supports consistency of data.
Table 7 shows an example Prior Use FR report with
confidence intervals.
Referencing the report, management can perform
a simple calculation to enforce a powerful
participation metric. Proven Hours/Installed Hours
show the proven percentage. For sites with a low
proven percentage for device type and generic
model, management can quickly identify sites that
need help with data collection and entry.

1

Statistical Methods for Testing, Development, and
Manufacturing, By Forrest W. Breyfogle, III
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Table 7

Conclusion:
Using Prior Use data to inform device and
equipment selection is an emerging industry
interest. Making substantial progress hinges on
the use of robust database software tools to
capture the data and calculate failure rates.
Relational databases are a potential solution to fill
this gap and forward-thinking organizations are
employing them now to generate their own failure
rates.
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Josef Antosh, Program Manager, FS Engineer (TÜV
Rheinland, # 9897/15, SIS), MSS
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oVChMI4IP1l8uFxwIV1hCSCh0lkgjM#v=onepage&q=Chi%20sq
uare%20confidence%20intervals%20table%20G&f=false.
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